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It was a Friday afternoon. My boyfriend (and future husband) Ryan told me where the 
restaurants were in relation to the base hotel. “You need to cross the street up there and 
you’ll see the MCX, the commissary, and in between the two is the food court.” He gave me a 
quick kiss on the forehead before ducking out the door. 

As he left I thought, what is an MXC? I pulled myself into a pair of shorts, a tank top, and I 
took a deep breath. In the hotel mirror, I applied a quick coat of lipgloss. I tucked a book 
and my journal into an oversized purse as my stomach growled. I stepped out into the 
lobby and made my way across the street as instructed. As I walked, I noticed the men and 
women in their cars. Most of them had on uniforms. As I crossed the parking lot, the sea of 
desert camis spread, and I stumbled among them in my pink tank and flip flops like an odd 
flamingo. 

My plane had arrived late the night before. Camp Pendleton’s streets had been quiet. Ryan 
had picked me up in civies. We had greasy take-out in the hotel. Now the California sun beat 
down on my exposed shoulders. I clutched my bag tighter and rolled my shoulders back. I 
pulled the door to enter the food court and Marines were everywhere, eating together and 
ordering food. 

I was used to my Marine, with his high and tight and laced boots, sleeves rolled just so- but 
currently, I was finishing my degree across the country in Kentucky and most of the time we 
had together was while he was on leave. On leave, he looked like a normal human, only the 
hair and his confident stride could have pegged him as military. I quickly ordered food and 
took it to a picnic table outside. 

As I pecked at my late lunch and tried to read my book, but I could not take my eyes off the 
new world swirling around me.

“Are you having a good lunch?” Ryan materialized in front of me, grabbing a chip from my 
bag. I hadn’t seen him coming toward me, dressed like everyone else. 
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“Yeah, but this is different,” I said, looking down at my hands.
“What do you mean?” He asked, grabbing another chip.
“Do I fit here?” I asked.
“Sure you do. You fit with me,” He said.

I turned and watched another group of Marines come out of the food court.
“So you have to wear your cap outside, and take it off inside?” I asked. He slid down on the 
seat next to me and said, “Those are covers baby.” 
I looked at my hands again, I felt my face flush.
“There’s so much I don’t know- about you, about this, this life.” I said.
“We’ll figure it out together,” he said and passed me the chips. I took one and nodded, my 
heartbeat slowing for the first time since I left the hotel.

In the article The Square Root of True, writer Dewi L. Faulkner shares that “a good micro 
essay causes a little buzzing exclamation point to materialize behind your eyes. Something 
akin to an “a-ha” moment, but even better.” Writer Kellie M. Walsh agrees, stating “Yes, a 
good micro essay does more than boil a story down to its most essential parts: it boils it 
down even further, inspiring the reader to complete the circuit between the information 
presented and its relevance or poignance or irony or import.” 

Have you ever read a micro essay before? Have you ever written one?

If you answered no, I have to stop you right there and ask do you have social media? If you 
are on Facebook or Instagram or Twitter, chances are that you have both encountered and 
written a micro essay with your captions. Micro Essays are powerful tools to convey a story, 
in short form, and we use them more than we think. Today we are going to experiment with 
writing our creative nonfiction micro-essays.  

https://creativenonfiction.org/writing/the-square-root-of-true/
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The essay above is 513 words. In it, I told a story that had a beginning, middle, and end with 
the theme of experiencing military life on a base for the first time. Can we go even smaller? 

Let’s see if we can condense it further by keeping only what is necessary. 
In the next excerpt, I’ve kept only what pertains to the core message of the 
microessay.

It was a Friday afternoon. My boyfriend (and future husband) Ryan told me where the 
restaurants were in relation to the base hotel. “You need to cross the street up there and 
you’ll see the MCX, the commissary, and in between the two is the food court.” He gave me a 
quick kiss on the forehead before ducking out the door. 

As he left I thought, what is an MXC? I pulled myself into a pair of shorts, a tank top, and I 
took a deep breath. In the hotel mirror, I applied a quick coat of lipgloss. I tucked a book and 
my journal into an oversized purse as my stomach growled. I stepped out into the lobby and 
made my way across the street as instructed. As I walked, I noticed the men and women in 
their cars. Most of them had on uniforms. As I crossed the parking lot, the sea of desert camis 
spread, and I stumbled among them in my pink tank and flip flops like an odd flamingo. 

My plane had arrived late the night before. Camp Pendleton’s streets had been quiet. Ryan 
had picked me up in civies. We had greasy take-out in the hotel. Now the California sun beat 
down on my exposed shoulders. I clutched my bag tighter and rolled my shoulders back. I 
pulled the door to enter the food court and Marines were everywhere, eating together and 
ordering food. 
 
I was used to my Marine, with his high and tight and laced boots, sleeves rolled just so- but 
currently, I was finishing my degree across the country in Kentucky and most of the time we 
had together was while he was on leave. On leave, he looked like a normal human, only the 
hair and his confident stride could have pegged him as military. I quickly ordered food and 
took it to a picnic table outside.
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As I pecked at my late lunch and tried to read my book, but I could not take my eyes off the 
new world swirling around me.
 
“Are you having a good lunch?” Ryan materialized in front of me, grabbing a chip from my 
bag. I hadn’t seen him coming toward me, dressed like everyone else. 
“Yeah, but this is different,” I said, looking down at my hands.
“What do you mean?” He asked, grabbing another chip.
“Do I fit here?” I asked.
“Sure you do. You fit with me,” He said.
 
I turned and watched another group of Marines come out of the food court.
“So you have to wear your cap outside, and take it off inside?” I asked. He slid down on the 
seat next to me and said, “Those are covers baby.” 
I looked at my hands again, I felt my face flush.
“There’s so much I don’t know- about you, about this, this life.” I said.
“We’ll figure it out together,” he said and passed me the chips. I took one and nodded, my 
heartbeat slowing for the first time since I left the hotel.

Let’s look at the final version:

Ryan told me where the restaurants were in relation to the base hotel. “You cross the street 
and you’ll see the MCX, the commissary. In between the two is the food court.” He kissed me 
on the forehead and ducked out the door.

I thought, what is an MXC? I tucked my book in my purse as my stomach growled. I made my 
way across the street. I noticed the men and women in their cars. Uniforms. The parking lot 
was a sea of desert camis. I stumbled among them like an odd flamingo in my pink tank and 
flip-flops. I reached the door. Entering the food court, Marines were everywhere. 
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I knew my Marine, with his high and tight, laced boots, sleeves rolled. But most of the time 
we had together he was on leave. He looked like a normal human then, only the hair and his 
confident stride gave him away. 

I pecked at my lunch and tried to read my book. “Are you having a good lunch?” Ryan materi-
alized in front of me. He grabbed a chip from my bag. 
“Yeah, but this is different,” I said, looking down at my hands.
“What do you mean?” He asked, taking another chip.
“Do I fit here?” I asked.
“Sure you do. You fit with me,” He said and passed me the chips. I took one and nodded.

Now we are at 231 words.
How has the story changed? 
Is it more or less powerful? 
What would you keep or cut that I did or did not?

Assignments: 
Go Small + Your Final

For our lesson “Go Small,” write a creative nonfiction micro essay. 

Word Count:
250 words or less

You can attempt to go small right away, but I will challenge you to write a short story first. 
After you have completed it, walk away from the page for a bit. Go to bed, go for a walk, go 
wash the dishes. Go live your life away from the story. 
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Now come back. If you have a printer, print your story out and read it a couple of times. 
Read it out loud. Get a dark marker and approach your story without mercy. Slash all that 
is unnecessary to get your point across. If you do not have a printer you can do what I did 
in our example and be merciless with the black highlighter. I will tell you, this process is 
strangely freeing and fun, or perhaps that is just me. I always, have to cut my words back.

Did you find your theme?
Did you establish a beginning, middle, and end? 
How did you develop your characters in so little time?

Type up your newly edited micro and share it with the group!

Make sure your story is in the shared Google Drive folder L6: Go Small.
1) Please upload your document as a Google Doc. If you need help formatting your piece into 
a Google doc just email us at lindsay@legacymagazine.org.
2) Please set the permissions of your document to “comment” so that the other writers can 
engage with your work.
3) Once you have submitted your essay, you will read and comment on two writers’ essays.

Options for your final assignment are as follows: 

I want your final assignment to be what you think will support you the most as we complete 
our time together. You can choose to revisit a piece of writing we have worked on in this 
course. Or you can submit a new original essay. 

I encourage you to take some time to think about what you and your writing need at this 
moment. Revision can be powerful. But so can challenging yourself to craft an all-new story 
that calls you to the page. I’m cheering you on no matter what you choose, and we will all 
show up to make peer comments on each other’s work.
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You have two weeks to submit your final essays. 
Final Essay Word Count:
600 minimum
1200 maximum 

Please do not forget to go back and leave comments on at least two other participants’ 
pieces. 
I will get to everyone’s piece individually, but depending on how close you turn it into the 
deadline, please allow me a grace period of a couple of weeks after the class to read 
everyone’s work in the careful detail I want to give you all. You will share your final in the 
Google Drive Final Assignment Folder.

I will check in with you next week to encourage you, in the meantime do not hesitate to reach 
out.

LET THE WORDS work


